Online Literary Workshop Vision
Text to gather input and get the ball rolling at the Kickoff
Note: we just want to gather together in one place the input we have gotten so far.
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Validation targets
Defining Market, Problem and Product: "A market is the group of people you think might want to buy
your product.... A problem is the reason that those people are going to use your product... A product is
simply the way that you’re going to solve the user’s problem. It’s the end result of what you’re
building. It’s the thing that people, presumably in the target market, are going to pay you money for."
(Klein, Chapter 1)
Here we are going to write an initial description to be presented at the Team Kickoff.

Market
Validating the Market: "Validating the Market: You’ll know that you’ve successfully validated your
market when you can accurately predict that a particular type of person will have a specific problem
and that the problem will be severe enough that that person is interested in purchasing a solution."
Describe one or more types of people constituting the product market:
•

Writers seeking to publish their work

•

Editors looking for work to publish

•

People running the workshop

Problem
Validating the Problem: "You are going to discover a problem that exists within your target market that
you are capable of solving. Remember, if there’s no problem, then there is no compelling reason for
people to purchase your product.... You’ll know that you’ve validated a problem when you start to hear
particular groups of people complaining about something specific."

List pain points and/or write the overall product problem statement.

Pain Points
Describe one or more pain points experienced by each of the types of people constituting the product
market:
•

Writers
◦ Need more and better feedback on my submissions
◦ Need to learn how to get published

•

Editors
◦ Shouldn't be so hard to find hot content and new and interesting authors
◦ Shouldn't be so hard to communicate with them

•

Workshop admins
◦ The email list is a hassle, hard to find stuff and act quickly on submissions

Problem Statement
Provide a statement summarizing the problem being solved by this project. The following format
may be used:
The problem of

[describe the problem]

affects

[the stakeholders affected by the problem]

the impact of which is

[what is the impact of the problem?]

a successful solution would
be

[list some key benefits of a successful solution]

Product
Validating the Product: "Just because you have discovered a real problem and have a group of people
willing to pay you to solve their problem, that doesn’t necessarily mean that your product is the right
solution.... You’ll know that you’ve validated your product when a large percentage of your target
market offers to pay you money to solve their problem."
List stakeholder and user needs and/or write an overall product position statement.

Needs
For each pain point experienced by each person described as making up the product market, list the
proposed solutions that would ease the pain

User Type
Writer

Need
Improve feedback on
submissions

Learn how to get
published

Editor

Find hot authors and
content

Communicate with
authors of hot content

Workshop admin

List new submissions
Easily moderate
submissions and
writer participation

Priority

Current
Solution
Keep on
checking email
for critiques

Read newsletter,
go to magazine
websites, find out
when and how to
submit to all of
them separately
Look for it all
over the internet,
wait for
submissions to
pour in

Reply to
messages, find
out how to
contact authors
I'm interested in

Proposed
Solutions
Easier online
interface to
visualize
critiques; make it
easier for people
to make critiques
Ability to give
selected editors
access to content
marked for
publication
Online feature to
browse
workshop
content author
wishes to tag as
shared for
publication with
my publication
Online
messaging
feature with
workshop
authors who
have allowed
that access.

Comb through
Online admin
emails sometimes feature
marked “SUB”
automatically
lists new
submissions;
gives writer
submission
statistics

Product Position Statement
Provide an overall statement summarizing, at the highest level, the unique position the product

intends to fill in the marketplace. The following format may be used:
For

[target customer]

Who

[statement of the need or opportunity]

The (product name)

is a [product category]

That

[statement of key benefit; that is, the compelling
reason to buy]

Unlike

[primary competitive alternative]

Our product

[statement of primary differentiation]

A product position statement communicates the intent of the application and the importance of the
project to all concerned.

Candidate Architectures
Members of the team whose skillset includes software architecture, based on their past experience
and the current vision, propose a core set of technologies, component models and deployment
targets:
A custom CMS needs to be built with a CMS Framework such as Drupal. Deployment to Drupal as a
service platform like Pantheon or Platform.sh. Might need to integrate node.js chat app with Drupal.
There's a module for that (Ooh, check out https://www.drupal.org/project/privatemsg_nodejs)..

Constraints
“A constraint is a restriction on the degree of freedom you have in providing a solution. Constraints are
effectively global requirements, such as limited development resources or a decision by senior
management that restricts the way you develop a system. Constraints can be economic, political,
technical, or environmental and pertain to your project resources, schedule, target environment, or to
the system itself.”
(From Constraints: An Agile Introduction, on Agile Modeling,
http://www.agilemodeling.com/artifacts/constraint.htm#sthash.RV6S97Od.dpuf)

List any preliminary detected constraints:
TO DO

